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Background/Aims: Endoscopic papillary balloon dilation (EPBD) has been advocated as an alternative therapy to endoscopic sphinc-

terotomy for the treatment of common bile duct (CBD) stones. However, there is no established consensus on the optimal balloon dilation duration (BDD). We prospectively evaluated the efficacy and post-endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) complications between the 20- and 60-second EPBD groups.
Methods: A total of 228 patients with small CBD stones (≤12 mm) were randomly assigned to undergo EPBD with a 20- or 60-second
duration at six institutions. We evaluated baseline patient characteristics, endoscopic data, clinical outcomes, and procedure-related
complications. In addition, we analyzed risk factors for postprocedural pancreatitis.
Results: CBD stones were removed successfully in 107 of 109 patients (98.1%) in the 20-second group and in 112 of 119 patients
(94.1%) in the 60-second group (p=0.146). Post-ERCP pancreatitis developed in seven patients (6.4%) in the 20-second group and nine
patients (7.5%) in the 60-second group (p=0.408). In multivariate analysis, contrast dye injection into the pancreatic duct is a significant
risk factor for post-EPBD pancreatitis.
Conclusions: Based on the data showing that there were no significant differences in safety and efficacy between the two BDD groups,
20 seconds of BDD may be adequate for treatment of small CBD stones with EPBD.
Key Words: Cholangiopancreatography; Endoscopic retrograde; Choledocholithiasis; Pancreatitis

INTRODUCTION
Endoscopic papillary balloon dilation (EPBD) was introduced in 1983 as an alternative method to endoscopic sphincterotomy (EST).1 Because this technique involves dilation of

the papilla without incision, it may preserve the function of
the sphincter of Oddi2,3 and can be performed safely in patients with coagulopathy and liver cirrhosis.4 In addition,
EPBD is a technically simple procedure, and is useful for patients with altered or difficult biliary anatomy.5,6 Therefore,
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EPBD has been widely performed, and some studies comparing efficacy and safety between EPBD and EST for the treatment of common bile duct (CBD) stones have reported similar results.7-9 However, many studies have reported a higher
risk of post-endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography
(ERCP) pancreatitis with EPBD than with EST.10-13 Therefore,
the routine use of EPBD is controversial. The mechanism of
post-EPBD pancreatitis is poorly understood. However, it is
likely associated with damage to the papilla during balloon
dilation. Thus, the dilation method used may play a role in
the development of pancreatitis.14 Some studies have explored
the relationship between balloon dilation duration (BDD)
and post-EPBD pancreatitis.14-16 In a retrospective study conducted in Japan, the use of shorter 15-second EPBD tended
to result in reduced post-ERCP pancreatitis compared with
that in 2-minute EPBD, and the severity of pancreatitis in the
15-second EPBD group was milder than that in the 2-minute
EPBD group.14 Previously, we conducted a prospective comparative study of 20- and 60-second EPBD for the treatment
of CBD stones.15 Our hypothesis was that 20-second EPBD
may be sufficient to achieve adequate papilla dilation because
the balloon waist usually disappeared within 15 seconds after
achieving the maximal inflation pressure for the target diameter of the balloon. No difference in the rates of successful
CBD stone extraction and post-ERCP pancreatitis were observed between the two groups, which was consistent with
our hypothesis. However, our previous study had limitations
of low case volume and heterogeneous balloon size (range, 6
to 18 mm), and it was therefore difficult to draw any definite
conclusions. A recent prospective randomized study conducted in Taiwan16 reported that longer 5-minute EPBD improved the efficacy of stone extraction and reduced the risk of
pancreatitis, a result that was not consistent with those of previous studies.14,15 The authors hypothesized that longer duration of EPBD resulted in greater loosening of the sphincter of
Oddi, which then led to a reduction in the risk of pancreatitis.
Because of conflicting past results, we conducted a prospective multi-center randomized study in order to determine the
optimal BDD for the treatment of CBD stones.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients

This was a prospective, multicenter study conducted at six
tertiary hospitals from September 2011 to February 2013.
Patients who had been diagnosed with a CBD stone (≤12
mm) using imaging studies such as abdomen computed tomography and endoscopic ultrasonography were randomly
allocated to the 20- or 60-second group. Exclusion criteria
were no stone on cholangiography, large CBD stones (>12
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mm), prior EST or EPBD, acute pancreatitis, choledochoduodenal fistula, benign CBD stricture, or concomitant pancreatic or biliary malignancies. Patients and procedure-related data
were recorded prospectively by endoscopists on a detailed
data collection sheet at the time of ERCP. All patients provided written informed consent before enrolling in the study,
and the Institutional Review Board of all participating institutions approved the study.

Endoscopic procedure

The initial diagnostic ERCP provided measurements of the
CBD diameter, number of stones, and maximal transverse diameter of the largest stone. Technical success of EPBD was
defined as the complete removal of all CBD stones within two
sessions of ERCP, regardless of the use of mechanical lithotripsy. If stone extraction with EPBD alone failed, additional
EST was performed for rescue. Physical examination and
measurement of serum amylase/lipase, total bilirubin, and alkaline phosphatase levels, and complete blood counts were
performed at 4 and 24 hours after ERCP for earlier detection
of ERCP-related complications.17
The target diameter was determined based on the bile duct
and maximal stone diameter. The balloon diameter ranged
from 6 to 10 mm. BDD was defined as the period between
achieving maximum inflation pressure for the target diameter
and starting to deflate the balloon. The balloon was inflated
gradually with diluted radiopaque contrast fluid until the target pressure was achieved, and the pressure was maintained
randomly for either 20 or 60 seconds. The sphincter was
judged to be adequately dilated if the balloon waist had disappeared completely on fluoroscopic examination. If the balloon waist had not disappeared within 20 seconds after
achieving the maximum inflation pressure for the target diameter, we considered this a sign of biliary stricture and excluded this procedure from the analysis. After dilation of the
papilla, stones were extracted using a basket catheter, a retrieval balloon catheter, or a combination of both. Mechanical
lithotripsy was used when stone extraction was not successful
using a conventional method. A prophylactic pancreatic stent
was used when post-procedural pancreatitis was strongly expected. A balloon-occlusion cholangiogram was obtained at
the end of the procedure to ensure complete stone extraction.
Total procedure time and the number of pancreatic duct
injections were recorded. Procedure time was classified into
cannulation time (time at start of cannulation to time at introduction of catheter deep inside the CBD), stone removal
time (time at completion of cannulation to the time of extraction of all CBD stones), and additional time (time at completion of extraction of CBD stones to the time of endoscope removal from the body).
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The primary outcome measurements were the frequency
and severity of post-ERCP pancreatitis. Major complications
associated with ERCP were classified, and their severities
were graded according to the modified Cotton criteria.17
Bleeding was recorded only when there was clinical evidence
of bleeding, such as melena or hematemesis, or when there
was need for blood transfusion. Post-ERCP pancreatitis was
defined as abdominal pain with a serum amylase level exceeding three times the normal level. The severity of pancreatitis was determined according to length of hospital stay.
Asymptomatic hyperamylasemia was defined as an asymptomatic condition with serum amylase level exceeding three
times the upper limit of the normal range. The secondary
outcomes were complete stone extraction rate and overall

post-ERCP complications.

Statistical analysis

Referring to our previous study,15 we assumed the incidence of post-ERCP pancreatitis was 5% and 12% in the 20and 60-second EPBD groups, respectively. The estimated
sample size per group was 150 (α=0.05, power=0.80, drop
rate=7%).
Data analyses were performed using SPSS version 18.0
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Categorical variables were
compared by the chi-square test and continuous variables
were analyzed using Student t-test. Patients were randomized
according to a table of random numbers produced by a random number generator included with SPSS. Potential risk
factors for post-EPBD pancreatitis were assessed by univariate logistic regression analysis, and significant predictors in
univariate analysis were then included in a multivariate logistic analysis to identify risk factors for post-EPBD pancreatitis.

Table 1. Demographic and Baseline Characteristics

Characteristic
Age, yr

20-Second 60-Second
group
group p-value
(n=109)
(n=119)
62.0±16.9 63.7±16.6 0.457

Sex, male/female
Jaundice

58/51

74/45

0.182

46 (42.2)

53 (44.5)

0.789

Renal failure

2 (1.8)

1 (0.8)

0.607

Liver cirrhosis

5 (4.6)

5 (4.2)

0.597

Gastrectomy
Bilroth I
Bilroth II

3 (2.8)
4 (3.7)

7 (5.9)
5 (4.2)

Malignancy

8 (7.3)

16 (13.4)

13
77
19

22
71
26

RESULTS
Of 243 subjects from six institutions, 15 subjects were excluded because they did not meet the inclusion criteria, and
228 subjects were finally enrolled. No significant differences
in terms of baseline patient characteristics (Table 1), types of
ampulla and diverticuli, and stone characteristics were observed between the two groups (Table 2). There were eight
cancer patients (three stomach, two gall bladder, and three
other type of cancers) in the 20-second group and 16 cancer
patients (five stomach, three liver, and eight other type of cancers) in the 60-second group (p=0.194). With respect to the
results of ERCP, no significant differences in overall success
rate of stone extraction and time taken for stone extraction
were observed between the two groups. Complete removal of

0.498

GB status
s/p cholecystectomy
GB left in situ with stone
GB left in situ without stone

0.194
0.200

Values are presented as mean±SD or number (%).
GB, gallbladder; s/p, status post.
Table 2. Characteristics of Bile Duct, Stone, Ampulla, and Diverticuli

20-Second group (n=109)

60-Second group (n=119)

p-value

10.6±3.0

11.0±3.0

0.386

6.5±2.7

6.9±2.9

0.119

No. of stone, 1/2–3/4 or more

60/26/23

67/23/29

0.543

Stone classification, cholesterol/brown/black

24/50/35

26/49/44

0.594

Characteristic
Diameter of CBD, mm
Mean diameter of the largest stone, mm

The shape of the ampulla
Hemispherical
Papillary
Flat
Pin-point
Sperical
Type of periampullary diverticuli, none/type I/II/III

0.738
50
49
7
0
3
78/6/14/11

61
47
8
1
2
77/5/19/18

0.459

Values are presented as mean±SD or number.
CBD, common bile duct.
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CBD stones was achieved in 98.2% (107/109) and 94.1%
(112/119) in the 20- and 60-second BDD group, respectively
(p=0.146) (Table 3).
A summary of post-ERCP complications is shown in Table
4. No significant difference in the rate of post-ERCP complications was observed between the two groups. Pancreatitis
occurred in seven of 109 patients (6.4%) in the 20-second
group, and in nine of 119 patients (7.5%) in the 60-second
group (p=0.408). All post-ERCP pancreatitis observed in this
study was mild-to-moderate, and resolved within several
days.

Perforation was recognized in two patients who underwent
subtotal gastrectomy with Billroth II anastomosis in the
60-second group. In the first case, the jejunum was perforated, away from the ampulla of Vater. We thought that this
might have been caused by endoscopic trauma during insertion of the endoscope into the adhesive jejunum. The lesion
was successfully closed by endoscopic methods with metallic
clips. In the second case, the cause of perforation was not
clear. However, conservative management was successful in
this patient. One patient in the 20-second group developed
bleeding and pancreatitis concurrently. In the 60-second

Table 3. Results of Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography Procedure

20-Second group (n=109)

60-Second group (n=119)

p-value

Complete CBD stone removal

107 (98.1)

112 (94.1)

0.146

Total procedure time, min
Cannulation time
Stone removal time
Additional time

16.8±17.1
4.6±4.1
10.4±11.0
1.9±1.7

17.4±8.1
4.3±3.4
11.2±5.6
1.8±3.1

0.209
0.302
0.131
0.751

No. of session for complete stone removal
One session
Two sessions

106
3

107
12

Mechanical lithotripsy

3 (2.7)

3 (2.5)

7
14
46
42

3
7
56
52

Injection to pancreatic duct

23 (21.1)

17 (14.3)

0.248

No. of pancreatic duct cannulation, 1/2–3/4 or more

15/8/0

11/6/0

1.000

Degree of pancreatic duct
Main duct
Branched duct

21
2

15
2

Use of pancreatic duct stent

11

9

Group

0.052

Stone removal
None
Basket sweeping
Retrieval balloon
Basket+retrieval

0.476
0.145

0.354

0.641

Values are presented as mean±SD or number (%).
CBD, common bile duct.
Table 4. Post-Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography Complication

20-Second group (n=109)

60-Second group (n=119)

p-value

Asymptomatic hyperamylasemia

16 (14.7)

12 (10.1)

0.685

Overall post-ERCP complications

10 (9.2)

13 (10.9)

0.826

7 (6.4)

9 (7.5)

0.408

Mild, no.

6

6

Moderate, no.

1

3

Variable

Pancreatitis

Bleeding

1 (0.9)

1 (0.9)

0.960

Perforation

0 (0.0)

2 (1.7)

0.170

Cholangitis

1 (0.9)

2 (1.7)

0.619

Cholecystitis

2 (1.8)

0 (0.0)

0.187

Values are presented as number (%).
ERCP, endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography.
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group, one patient presented with bleeding and pancreatitis,
and another patient presented with cholangitis and pancreatitis concurrently. The prevalence of asymptomatic hyperamylasemia was 14.7% in the 20-second group and 10.1% in the
60-second group.
According to our results, BDD did not have an effect on
post-ERCP pancreatitis (p=0.432). We evaluated risk factors
for post-ERCP pancreatitis from our data (Table 5). By univariate analysis, young age, injection into the pancreatic duct,
normal diameter (≤6 mm), and difficulty of cannulation (≥5
minutes) were significant factors (p<0.2). Total procedure
time, stone diameter, and BDD were not statistically significant between the two groups. However, by multivariate analysis, injection into the pancreatic duct was the only significant
predictor of post-ERCP pancreatitis (p=0.043).

DISCUSSION
Despite the many advantages of EPBD, post-EPBD pancreatitis has remained a controversial and serious issue.3,12 The
pathogenesis of post-EPBD pancreatitis is unknown and
thought to be multifactorial. Papillary edema or spasm resulting from balloon dilation, leading to obstruction of pancreatic
outflow and eventual development of pancreatitis, is believed
to be a mechanism of post-EPBD pancreatitis.18,19 Therefore,
balloon dilation method including BDD, diameter, and pressure may differentially affect the development of post-ERCP
pancreatitis.
As mentioned earlier, several studies regarding BDD and
post-EPBD pancreatitis have been published.14-16 In a retrospective study conducted in Japan,14 the balloon was initially

dilated for 2 minutes; however, the balloon dilation method
was modified after one patient developed severe post-ERCP
pancreatitis. They dilated the balloon slowly and reduced
BDD to 15 seconds. They hypothesized that lower-pressured
and shorter-time dilation may be less traumatic to the papilla,
resulting in reduction of post-EPBD pancreatitis. By changing
the balloon dilation method, pancreatitis appeared to have
decreased, and severe pancreatitis was significantly reduced.
However, in multivariate analysis, BDD was not statistically
significant, and only pancreatic duct opacification was an independent risk factor for post-EPBD pancreatitis.14,19
Contrary to this Japanese study, one randomized trial conducted in Taiwan16 reported an association of longer duration
of papillary balloon dilation with a lower rate of pancreatitis
after EPBD. Their study included 170 patients with CBD
stones undergoing ERCP with a 10-mm balloon for either 1
or 5 minutes. They hypothesized that longer duration of EPBD
resulted in greater loosening of the sphincter of Oddi, which
led to a reduction in the rate of pancreatitis. Outcomes of patients in the 5-minute groups showed acceptable rates of procedure success (93%) and post-EPBD pancreatitis (5%). However, the results for the 1-minute group showed an excessively
low clearance rate (80%) with a substantially high rate of postERCP pancreatitis (15%). It is difficult to accept the outcomes
for the 1-minute EPBD group20 compared to previous EPBD
studies.11,21 Nevertheless, meta-analyses of BDD reported an
inverse association of duration of EPBD with pancreatitis risk,
and that EPBD with an adequate duration might be better
than EST because of comparable rates of pancreatitis but lower rates of overall complications.22
Two previous studies have suggested an association of BDD

Table 5. Univariate and Multivariate Analysis of Risk Factors for Post-Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography Pancreatitis

Variable

Univariate analysis

Multivariate analysis

OR

95% CI

p-value

OR

95% CI

p-value

Age group (under 60 years)

2.361

0.893–6.245

0.083

2.558

0.874–7.486

0.086

Gender female

1.845

0.699–4.868

0.216

Total bilirubin (≤1.3 mg/dL)

1.234

0.445–3.421

0.686

Injection to pancreatic duct

3.375

0.019–3.375

0.019

3.072

1.035–9.112

0.043

Ballooning time (20 vs. 60)

1.484

0.554–3.976

0.432

Normal diameter (≤6 mm)

3.125

0.612–15.966

0.171

0.817

0.736–1.032

0.858

Stone diameter

0.953

0.797–1.139

0.953

Total procedure time

1.00

0.999–1.001

0.927

Cannulation time

0.999

0.997–1.001

0.999

Stone removal time

1.000

0.999–1.002

1.000

Diverticulum

1.076

0.387–2.991

0.889

Ampullary type

1.569

0.729–3.376

0.249

Cannulation difficulty (≥5 min)

2.649

1.001–7.008

0.050

1.224

0.135–11.075

0.858

OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.
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with post-EPBD pancreatitis, contrary to the result of the
present study. In the current study, BDD did not show an association with post-EPBD pancreatitis when the waistline was
adequately dilated. However, we should consider the differences in study design from previous studies, which enrolled
patients with CBD stones regardless of stone size (up to 32
mm in the Taiwanese study,16 and up to 42 mm in the Japanese study14), and used fixed balloon diameters (8 mm in Japan, and 10 mm in Taiwan) regardless of stone size and CBD
diameter. On the other hand, we included patients with small
CBD stones (<12 mm) and selected balloon diameters (6 to
10 mm) depending on the size and diameter of CBD stones.21
The main reason for failure of EPBD is insufficient dilation of
CBD opening to the same extent as that in EST in patients
with large stones,23,24 and papilla trauma during stone extraction through an insufficiently dilated sphincter that may increase the risk of pancreatitis. In contrast, balloon dilation
larger than CBD diameter will increase the risk of CBD perforation.
In this study, the definition of BDD was the period between
achieving maximal inflation pressure for the target diameter
and starting to deflate the balloon. This was a little different
from the definition of BDD used in more relevant articles,
which is usually the period between disappearance of balloon
waist and starting of balloon deflation.14,16,17 However, the balloon waist disappeared during gradual balloon inflation or
several seconds after the target pressure was attained in most
cases. In addition, the conventional balloon (6 to 10 mm) was
dilated without a balloon waist, unlike the large balloon.
Therefore, the period of BDD in this study was equal to or
slightly shorter than that of other studies.
In the current study, we excluded patients with large CBD
stones (>12 mm) because EPBD with large balloons (12 to
20 mm) has been widely used for the removal of large CBD
stones.25-27 Endoscopic papillary large balloon dilation (EPLBD)
may make the removal of large CBD stones easier, reducing
the need for mechanical lithotripsy and shortening cannulation and stone removal times, thus decreasing the incidence
of post-ERCP pancreatitis. Although data regarding EPLBD
are relatively limited, overall rates of pancreatitis have been
remarkably low, 2.8% (range, 0% to 8%)28-30 compared to
those for conventional EPBD. In addition, even if some studies reported on EPLBD only,26,31 most endoscopists performed
EPLBD in combination with limited EST.25,27 Therefore, it
causes dilation of the papilla and tearing of the sphincter of
Oddi; thus, the mechanisms of EPBD and EPLBD for the development of post-ERCP pancreatitis may be different.
In the current study, BDD did not show an association with
post-EPBD pancreatitis, and injection into the pancreatic
duct was the only risk factor for post-EPBD pancreatitis.
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Based on previous studies,19,28 pancreatic opacification is already a well-known risk factor for ERCP-related pancreatitis.
Other risk factors for post-EPBD pancreatitis have been previously investigated in several studies. Seo et al.32 compared
EPBD and antegrade dilation with percutaneous transhepatic
papillary balloon dilation (PTPBD), and the balloon dilation
method was the same in the two groups. Pancreatitis occurred in 6.7% (14 of 208 patients) in the EPBD group, whereas there were no cases of pancreatitis in the PTPBD group.
The authors explained that post-EPBD pancreatitis may be
associated with the procedures of ERCP, such as cannulation
and stone extraction, rather than balloon dilation itself. Balloon size may play a role in the development of post-EPBD
pancreatitis because it may influence the dilation pressure.
However, Li et al.21 reported that no significant correlation
was observed between post-EPBD pancreatitis and balloon
size. History of pancreatitis is a known risk factor for the development of pancreatitis.33 However, we did not record this
factor and therefore could not discuss this relationship. Difficulty of cannulation, which is a risk factor for post-ERCP
pancreatitis,34 was not a significant predictor in either this or
previous studies.35,36
This study has several limitations. First, the sample size was
relatively small despite being a multicenter trial. In fact, the
target sample size of this study by power calculation was 300
subjects. However, two sessions of the interim analysis during
this study resulted in similar outcomes. In addition, post-ERCP pancreatitis was more likely to occur than reported in the
published literature on EST.11,13 Therefore, we did not conduct
this study until we achieved the target number. In our opinion, EPBD should be reserved for selected patients with altered anatomy or impaired hemostasis. Second, we enrolled
those subjects who used pancreatic stents. In this study, which
evaluated the efficacy and post-ERCP complications between
two BDD groups, pancreatic stents might have acted as a major confounding factor, as they are known to decrease the risk
of post-ERCP pancreatitis.37 However, the effect of using pancreatic stents would be minimal, because the number of subjects using pancreatic stents was relatively small, and the distribution of these subjects in both groups was similar.
In conclusion, based on these prospective multicenter data
showing that there were no significant differences in safety
and efficacy between the two BDD groups, 20 seconds of
BDD may be adequate for the treatment of small CBD stones
with EPBD. Injection into the pancreas was a risk factor for
post-EPBD pancreatitis in this study.
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